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WEAVING APOLLO
Womens Authorship and Neoclassical Ballet

EMILY COATES

AT the heart of the 1928 ballet Apollo by Igor Stravinsky and George Balanchine lies a
patriarchal vision of authorship that continues to affect New York City Ballet to this
day: women are the muses that inspire godly creations. But they are neither godlike nor
creators themselves. This vision, embedded within the ballet's story about the birth of
the male god Apollo, reverberated through Balanchine's public statements throughout
his career. Women, he said, are the "garden of beautiful flowers" that men cultivate.
"Ballet is woman;' but women do not make the ballets.! Along with the neoclassical
aesthetics of speed, musicality, and economy of expression, generations of New York
City Ballet dancers have inherited these aphorisms, which constitute a major part of
Balanchine's legacy. The poetic speak in his words conceals a blunt negative: women are
not authors.2
Although critics over the decades have frequently noted the lack of women choreographers to emerge from New York City Ballet and the US ballet world in general, less
explored is the power this suppression of the female voice, established by Balanchine,
has exerted and continues to exert. 3 Any would-be woman author emerging from City
Ballet has imbibed a doctrine that limits and negates her authorship before she has tried
to create anything at all. She may inspire the choreographer as his muse, but she has not
been given permission by the founder of the company to envision the dance. Nothing
can be created until she first undoes this paradigm-internalized within her own psyche
as much as within the culture of New York City Ballet.
Balanchine scholarship has tended to critique issues of representation, more than
matters of authorship. As Ann Daly observed in 1987, in her seminal feminist take down
of the Balanchine ballerina, although artists and scholars in other artistic disciplines
had long been challenging patriarchal representations of women, Western ballet had
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largely deflected and avoided such introspective attacks from within. 4 Daly points
innumerable details in Balanchine's ballets that disempower the ballerina and
her to a male vision offemale ideality, in which women as the "to-be-looked-at
remains the norm:'5 To challenge the patterns of representation that diminish
agency, she concludes that "a totally new way of dancing and choreographic form
that is possible to imagine within the framework of patriarchy-is needed:'6 But
stops short of explicitly proposing that women are the ones to create this new
Other scholarship of the 1980S and 1990S went on to expose Balanchine's ballets for
sexist manipulation of the ballerina and racist appropriations of African
movement vocabularies. 7 These critiques existed within their own ecosystems of
demic discourse, and they neither penetrated nor shifted the day-to-day op
the company-possibly because no artists took up the charge.
Without excusing the exertion of white male power, or diminishing the validity
these arguments, some consideration must be given to context: Balanchine came of
in St. Petersburg, Russia, under ostensibly nineteenth-century cultural values. It
have been nothing short of miraculous had he pioneered a truly liberated vision
women and artists of color. Now one-fifth of the way through the twenty-first
what may be more useful than looking backward and critiquing Balanchine's
to instead look forward, to propose an active dismantling of his paradigm for
authorship, which is the main obstacle-as opposed to the "lightweight" quality
technique, or the gendered partnering-to ballerinas being able to represent
selves. 8 What may be more useful at this point, in other words, is for artists to take
the charge.
What I hope to do in this chapter is to shift the focus behind the scenes, to a p
moment in the company's history, in order to develop another picture of the
dynamics of New York City Ballet-one that takes into account the effect of a single
let, Apollo, upon the culture of the company, and the shifting nature of that ballet's
thetics over time. Drawing on my experience as a former New York City Ballet
will consider some of the ways that the myth of female authorship-which is to say,
was encouraged-was signaled and reinforced in the 1990S through the pertorm,an,ce!:lf:
gender roles that had in fact diverged from the nuances of Balanchine's vision. I
mately propose that his paradigm for women's authorship must be explicitly cmllle:ng~:u ';'
and dismantled-turned into a creative as much as a theoretical problem-and
some compositional strategies that have provided me with a way out of the
in my own work.
As I complete this essay in 2019, New York City Ballet is going through very
growing pains. Following the resignation oflongtime director Peter Martins, the
ers and newly appointed artistic leadership are struggling to haul the company
out of its more outmoded cultural values. 9 The progress goes only so far: the COIIlL)i;U1Y
board of directors has named the dancer Jonathan Stafford, a Martins protege,
artistic director-ensuring the lineage of male leaders remains unbroken. But in a
to the twenty-first-century cultural moment, the board created the position
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director for Wendy Whelan, the first woman in City Ballet's history to hold a
of artistic leadership. Seizing the charge, Whelan is both developing this new
easy feat in a seventy-tvvo-year-old institution-and continuing to perform in
own outside projects. Her self-fashioning begs the issue: as ballet inches forward,
is the moment to address head-on the matter of authorial voice. Will the gendered
~A.ofi.mn of the male creator and the female muse persist or be transformed? And in
ways? The answers will affect the future of Balanchine's legacy, for the silencing of
faction suppresses the potential of all.

Balanchine ballet that most explicitly establishes the paradigm of the male creator
and female muse is also the earliest work in the New York City Ballet repertory: Apollo,
formerly Apollon Musagete, or "Apollo, Leader of the Muses;' which premiered in Paris
in 1928, with music by Igor Stravinsky. The musical composition had premiered first in
1927 at the Library of Congress, with dances by the choreographer Adolph Bolm. While
developing the work for its American debut, Stravinsky Simultaneously brokered a deal
with Serge Diaghilev, who commissioned the ballet for the Ballet Russes, with choreography by Balanchine. 10 Stravinsky's and Balanchine's joint venture premiered in 1928,
marking a turning point for both composer and choreographer. For Stravinsky, then in
his midforties, the music composition was a return to classicism, a purging of all "superfluities" in favor of a distilled "white ballet;' which would allow the essences of music
and dance to reveal themselves. l l The twenty-four-year-old Balanchine, meanwhile,
the process as one of teaching himself how to narrow in on and develop a family of
gestures across an entire ballet. Identifying one right choice amid his flurry of choreographic ideas, he learned how to "eliminate ... limit ... clarify ... reduce:'12
Paradoxically for a ballet that raised formal abstraction to new levels, Apollo is
anchored in a story. Stravinsky had composed the ballet in two scenes: first, the birth, in
which the young god Apollo leaps from Leta's womb, a man-child swaddled in cloth. 13
Notably, Stravinsky had wanted the birth to be as "literal" as possible. 14 Two handmaidens cradle the infant, unwrap him, and teach him to play his lute. In the second scene,
Apollo comes fully into his powers. Through a series of solos, a duet, and group dances,
he conducts his female muses-Calliope, Polyhymnia, and Terpsichore-and then, at
last, ascends to Parnassus with the muses parading behind. Apollo's pas de deux with
Terpsichore, muse of the dance, is the central jewel of the ballet, with some of the finest
choreographic imagery of Balanchine's entire oeuvre, and the more complicated gender
dynamics-tender and playful, not exactly a romantic love duet, but nevertheless a rite
of passage.
It does not take a feminist reading of Apollo to notice that a power imbalance drives
the ballet: for two-thirds of the action, the male god directs his female muses. The
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FIGURE 46.1. New York City Ballet production of Apollo. Jacques d'Amboise with Diana
Adams, Francia Russell, and Jillana, choreography by George Balanchine, New York, 1959.

Photo by Martha Swope © Terome Robbins Dance Division, New York Public Library.

women dance to please, get chastised, and scurry away. Two of them, Calliope and
Polyhymnia, outright struggle to\ speak, but fail. Only Terpsichore seems to have
glimpses of autonomy-greater agency to enter and exit, to cradle and guide the young
god. But her wherewithal is fleeting, and she folds back into the trio at his bidding, to
assist with his deification. The muses spark Apollo's invention but never get to dictate its
terms. Stravinsky and Balanchine had equated a male coming-of-age story with pure
classical form.
Many facets of the myth of Apollo had to be edited out to create this distillation. The
classics scholar Fritz Grafhas surveyed the history of the god, from the messy polytheism of ancient Greek culture that created Apollo, to the twists and turns of his narrative- his oracular temple at Delphi, healing powers, and archery. Also pertinent are the
women in his life: his excruciating birth to his mother, Leto; his twin sister, Artemis; and
Daphne, the naiad whom he passionately and unsuccessfully pursued. ls Apollo is allpowerful, but the manner in which he is imagined to exert his powers changes by the
century and the location. In focusing on Apollo's leadership over the three muses, the
composer and choreographer used a mere sliver of his mythic life to drive the ballet's
formal invention.
Another cultural relic is distilled in the ballet, as well: the ancient Greek propensity to
silence women in the public sphere, a legacy that persists within Western culture to this
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day, as the classicist Mary Beard has described in detail.'6 Stravinsky and Balanchine
amplified this trope, woven into the subservience of the muses and Calliope's and
polyhymnia's literal inability to speak. These portrayals funnel unchallenged cultural
mores that are thousands of years old-existing as vividly in the moment of the ballet's
creation as they did in ancient times. And just as the Greek myth reflected the ancient
Greek culture in which it was formed, the ballet Apollo is a mirror of 1928 European culture. The awareness of and desire to subvert the hierarchical relationship between men
and women was not high on the male creators' agenda.
Within these potent distillations, however, there remained one social complexity in
the ballet: Stravinsky and Balanchine presented a complicated vision of male power.
Balanchine's Apollo was an antimythical god: gangly, uncoordinated, and naive, and
also a little paranoid. Like any other infant, after popping out of his mother's womb,
Apollo could barely walk. He wobbled around the stage, not knowing how to accomplish
even a basic arabesque. Turnout was not foremost in his mind: his dancing emerged
from some other prenatal life force. The passage from birth to Parnassus gave Apollo an
interior life that shifted over the course of the ballet as he transformed from a youthful
god fascinated with new trinkets-his lute and his muses-to a godly king at his coronation by the end. Balanchine rendered this internal struggle in the quality of Apollo's
movements. As Baryshnikov, a major interpreter of the role under Balanchine, has
noted, Apollo is about learning. '7 Learning inherently suggests vulnerability, moving
from a lack of knowledge to a position of greater wisdom, and Stravinsky's and
Balanchine's character did so publicly- at least, this is the story told in the original
version.
Some uncertainty exists around the authorship of Apollo's solo material. In later
years, Serge Lifar claimed to have choreographed his own dances. Even ifhe had not had
as much input as he suggested, his technical limitations as a dancer likely informed the
choreography.ls Balanchine was stuck with Lifar, who was Diaghilev's lover. (The stuttering, mute muses must also have pleased Diaghilev, who famously loathed women.)
Still, it's difficult to imagine that Lifar was so inept that Balanchine could not have prodded him into grandiose gestures, if the choreographer had so chosen. It's not reaching to
assume it was Balanchine's vision for Apollo as "untamed" and a "rascal" that resulted in
the rough -hewn titular character that Jacques D'Amboise performed so convincingly on
film in 1960. 19

THE "PARADOX OF PERFORMANCE"
By the late 1990S, Apollo told a different story. I think of ilie image of Peter Baal in the
opening gesture of Apollo's second solo, with his arms in a V overhead, palms to the sky,
feet firmly in fifth, chin uplifted-superimposed in front of the Unisphere in Flushing
Meadows-Corona Park, Queens. This advertising campaign appeared as part of an
attempt to signal New York City Ballet's classy relevance to contemporary life. Set
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against the backdrop of the city, the images equated Balanchine's iconic Lll1llreogl:ap\!ltti:
with major urban historical landmarks. Appearing a number of years before the
spread adoption of the World Wide Web, the images were used in New York City
brochures and scattered around the city. In the mornings on my way to the
watched Boal-as-Apollo whiz down Columbus Avenue on the side of an M -11 bus.
Boal's Apollo was not the only image in the ad campaign. Damian Woetzel, as
Prodigal Son, flies in front of the Peace Foundation beside the Cathedral ofSt. John
Divine. Kyra Nichols rises breezily onto pointe as the Twin Towers of the World
Center loom (eerily, in hindsight) behind her. No other people appear in these
which paradoxically situate the dancers within the city while presenting them
above the actual grit of the streets. The dancers themselves become timeless
ments. Boal's image of Apollo felt the most omnipresent within this campaign,
on the brochure cover and on the signage out in front of the theater. Presumably;
confluence of symbolism seemed to the advertising agency to hold the greatest
The Unisphere, shaped to look like the earth, had been created for the 1964 World's
to celebrate the onset of the space age. Melding with Boal's reputation for innate
cism and the ballet Apollo's position as an apex of neoclassicism, the image aligned
ness with scientific progress and the evolution of Western art -ka-ching!
Balanchine had done his fair share of publicity shots, too. While he Nymnnrinod",no\'i'.'
formed the role of the cosmopolitan Russian artiste, he could also play down !-,UILJl1l..ltY ;;
appearances with irreverent self-awareness-as ifhe were inserting ballet into
capitalism with a wink. In one on-site promotional photograph for Jewels, he
Suzanne Farrell appear on the Saratoga Race Course, posing beside a top-hatted
and a horse named Oklahoma TraiL Farrell is in a tutu in arabesque on pointe. -,-,a,a"."""",·
kneels on the track in white pants, his head cocked, and supports her with one hand.
relationship to Diamonds, one of his most crystalline ballets, feels remote, but they
like they are enj oying themselves. 20
Staging the publicity shoot at that particular racetrack was a reference to New
City Ballet's regular summer residency in Saratoga Springs. But the chosen site also
nified an effort to cultivate a collision of socioeconomic classes in ballet audiences:
the wealthy and the middle-class turned out forthe races, the fancy hats cOlmn!lingltog;C
with the profeSSional gamblers, tourists, and locals. The tone of Balanchine's
highbrow ad for Jewels-the great choreographer kneeling in the dirt, his head
inches from Oklahoma Trail's nose-differs remarkably from the company's lUtJllUClll',',
talizing 1990S advertisement campaign. The multilayered wit in Balanchine's
shot versus the seriousness of Boal's characterizes the difference between an
directed by Balanchine and the ]Jallet that I watched on the stage of the New York
I-,"VU'."j

Theater in the 1990S.
Two reasons explain why Jacques D'Amboise's performance of Apollo in the 19 60
startled me when I first watched it, as in had never seen the ballet before. 21 The first
son was because the version performed most frequently by the company in the 19905
not include the choreography that fundamentally established D'Amboise's character
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the film." When Baryshnikov performed the role in 1979, Balanchine cut the opening
scene that Stravinsky had so literally imagined. Leto, the goddess whom Zeus had
seduced to sire Apollo and Artemis, no longer appeared, nor did her pains of childbirth,
which for Apollo's birth reportedly lasted nine days and nine nights. The birth scene had
established woman as the creator oflife and showed male godliness at its most humble.
cut were the two handmaidens, who teach Apollo to play. Without these touches of
A.,·,r~(-tpr development, the ballet began with a fully formed Apollo commanding the
stage. In 1979, the critics complained: while Balanchine may have achieved a greater
purity of music and dance, the arc that had propelled the story-from literal to abstract,
from novice to full-grown-had vanished. 23 The critics never noted, however, that the
portrait of masculinity had also changed as a result.
By the 1990S, another, less intentional cut had occurred in the ballet: the idiosyncrasies of Apollo's movement quality had been whittled away. The critic and writer Nancy
Goldner noted this loss and blames Peter Martins, in his performance of perfect beauty
over raw dramatic force, which she deems then became the standard for all subsequent
generations of male dancers, whom he groomed. 24 Goldner, a former New York City
Ballet dancer under Balanchine, described the ways that interpretation can work against
and even erase the original choreographic intent as a "paradox of performance:' This
seems to me to be too gentle to describe the violent transformation that a ballet can pass
through. Watching from the wings as a young corps de ballet dancer, I barely knew the
ballet was telling a story, and I certainly never thought of Apollo as a character. He was
more like an emblem of raw patriarchal power, ordering the muses around. If Apollo
portrayed a patriarchal leader gaining control over the dance, the truncated version as
interpreted under Peter Martins signaled a particular brand of his power: impenetrable,
seemingly inhuman, perfectly in control, a god whose divine power had always existed
would always exist in perpetuity. There was no process of knowledge acquisition, no
or after. This was a very different portrait of male power than that which
Stravinsky and Balanchine had created together. Their Apollo was unquestionably an
expression of male puissance. But for them, maleness was more complex: it had a passage and an are, it was socially acquired, and it began with women. And along the way, it
was women who possessed and imparted the knowledge.
The shift between Balanchine's version of Apollo and the one performed in the 1990S
does not change the ballet's inherent paradigm of the male genius and the female muse.
But it does suggest that the interpretation of Balanchine's ballets over time indoctrinates
company dancers in different political resonances. The Apollo I witnessed as a young
corps dancer in the 19908 gained oppressive force in its reductiveness. I watched the male
principals perform the illusion of all-knowingness-without the humanness of doubt,
uncertainty, or questioning that the ballet in its original form portrayed. Against iliis
monolithic interpretation, the muses had even less room for voice. It was as if all that
godly self-certainty threw off the balance of "male" and "female" gender roles even further, forcing the muses to shrink up in contrast. To be sure, there were Terpsichores that
counterbalanced this display: Wendy Whelan and Kyra Nichols admirably made space
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FIGURE 46.2.

Wendy Whelan in the role of Terpsichore.
Photo © Paul Kolnik, courtesy of Paul Kolnik.
l

for their own voices as muse of the dance. In her total self-possession, Whelan, whom I
most frequently watched perform the role, always seemed to me to be single-handedly
overturning the constraints of a muse, as a condition and content of her interpretation.
But the choreography dictated that even Whelan had to fold in to the lineup of muses.
'The seemingly invincible Apollo that pervaded the company's awareness in the 1990S
shut down even more dramatically Balanchine's already narrow vision for women's
authorship, deepening the power structures that contained the ballerinas in narrowly
circumscribed roles. I needed to step outside of this paradigm to discover other ways of
thinking about female creativity, which for me took an encounter with the strategies of
postmodern dance.

WEAVING ApOLLO

"You'll start in the balcony, Yvonne. Right after Lasso's music cuts off, toss the first red
ball. 'There are twelve in total-I'll set the pattern. 'Then you say something like, 'I shall
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now descend!' We'll script that eventually. 'The opening music of Apollo will begin, and
you'll make your way down the back stairs:' I was standing in the balcony of St. Mark's
Church with Yvonne Rainer, crafting her cameo. "Okaayyyy;' Rainer said goodnaturedly, "then what?"
Rainer's cameo came two-thirds of the way through my first evening-length piece,
Incarnations, an interweaving of dance historical references and scientific knowledge,
inspired in part by my ongoing collaboration with particle physicist Sarah Demers. Two
gods drifted through the work: the Greek god Apollo and the twenty-first-century Higgs
boson, infamously dubbed the "god particle;' and several godlike creators: George
Balanchine, Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton, Igor Stravinsky, and Yvonne Rainer.
Incarnations premiered at Danspace Project/St. Mark's Church in 2017, fostered originally by the Danspace platform "Dancers, Buildings, and People in the Streets;' curated
by the critic and poet Claudia La Rocco. 25
I had met Rainer several years after I left New York City Ballet, while I was dancing
with Baryshnikov's White Oak Dance Project.'6 In 2005, I joined her, along with three
other women, all dancer-choreographers from the New York downtown dance world, for
her dance AG Indexical: with a little help from HM, a postmodern critique and homage to
Balanchine's Agon. Eighteen years and six more new dances later, Rainer has become a
trusted mentor and dear friend, who also happens to represent for generations of women
artists the potential for brave, outspoken, uncompromising female authorship.
Rainer had once admitted to me that she hates to be directed-it seems an auteur
never likes to do what other people tell them to do. I proceeded with a light touch:
"When you get to this mark, you'll do the first movements of Apollo's opening solo. I'll
teach it to you. 'Then you can do a little of your own thing:' By "your own thing;' I meant
moving and talking. A few months before, Rainer had returned from a trip to Los
Angeles, giddy from performing an improvisation with her contemporaries Simone
Forti and Steve Paxton. Marveling at how much she had been able to move and the wry
scenes they had created together, she felt inspired to dance more in her own work. I
wanted to give her space in my piece to fulfill this urge. "Just remember;' I reminded her,
"at this point in the music, you are a young Apollo, learning to be a god:'
I had a specific rationale for inserting Rainer into my piece: I had represented the
bodies of each of my paradigm -busters in some physical form, whether imagined, mediated, or real. Balanchine and Stravinsky appeared in a film clip, cracking pistachios and
.joking about the reception of Le Sacre du Printemps over forty years. Sir Isaac Newton
had a fictive cameo, a "love duet" with Apollo. Demers, my physicist collaborator, represented a composite of modern physicists: Einstein, Bohr, and Heisenberg, all wrapped
up in one female form. Rainer, my most unlikely muse, would be present in full force,
performing as herself.
Apollo had wandered into Incarnations circuitously. I had been trying to create a performance that drew together scientific and dance references without diluting one or the
other, as so many pieces that purport to be "science dances;' or dances "about" science,
do. Holding Balanchine and Stravinsky's ballet up against scientific breakthroughs in
particle physics was a whimsical thought experiment with a purpose: I was interested in
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dance-as-knowledge, particularly in coil aging its uniquely embodied ideas in relation to
science. In my mind, Apollo's place in ballet history matched the kinds of paradigmatic
shifts in scientific knowledge that Thomas Kuhn described in The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions: Apollo's poetic distillations of form revised and reinvented classical ballet,
just as quantum mechanics did with classical physics. Rainer was not the first Apollo
stand-in to appear in my piece; I had diffused Apollos throughout, often layered against
the physics, as a way of addressing the problem of the male god and the creator-muse
paradigm at the heart of the ballet.
Women poets and playwrights have long been quicker than ballerinas to call out the
misogyny inherent in classical forms, especially within Greek mythology. By giving
voice to marginalized female characters, or wholly altering storylines and endings, they
hijack the narratives of male gods. In the poem "Mythic Fragment;' for example, Louise
Gliick turns Apollo into a supporting actor to her Daphne: "When / the god arrived, I
was nowhere, I was in a tree forever. Reader, / pity Apollo: at the water's edge, / I turned
from him:>27 Or, in the supremely choreographic play Eurydice, Sarah Ruhl amplifies the
inner life of Orpheus's wife. With walking patterns that fill in for words, a physical
expression of Eurydice's agency, Ruhl has her drive the action.
Taking the cue from female poets and playwrights, I decided to manipulate the
ballet Apollo in order to create a different story about authorship. The closer I studied
Stravinsky's and Balanchine's craft, the more intrigued I had become by the "superfluities" that they had excised. I could admire their concision, while yearning to
restore the million and one other choices and ideas and points of view that represent
humankind, which had been left out. Universalizing to the male perspective and
erasing everything else (Leto, Artemis, Daphne, birth, etc.) are power moves,
emblematic of a hierarchical society in which the dominant party dictates who
speaks and what is true. These trop,es needed to be undone-in my own creative
world, at the very least.
Where Stravinsky and Balanchine had chosen to omit context, I added it back. Rather
than shifting the lens to the marginalized female characters, as many feminist poets had
notably done, I created my own fractured portrait of Apollo. The idea of "weaving" provided me with a working method: I began to intersperse scientific knowledge through
the ballet's abstraction. Countering centuries of his representation as a young, bearded
male, I portrayed a shape-shifting god who slipped across gender, age, and racial boundaries by having everyone in my multigenerational, multigendered, multiracial cast play
Apollo. In doing so, I was less interested in the gender play that has become fashionable
in contemporary ballet, and rather more interested in destabilizing the godly point of
view (a weakness of ballet and science alike), by creating a kaleidoscopic Apollo that
better reflected the diversity of humanity.
I used appropriation, collage, and radical juxtaposition to build Incarnations- familiar
postmodern compositional strategies that helped me to stitch the scientific and dance
knowledge together. These strategies also gave me a way to shake up the gender politics.
In one of the first vignettes, I performed D'Amboise dancing a fragment of Apollo's solo
while Demers rapidly "physics-cast" my actions by calling out the classical mechanics on
display. I also worked with still images, when I designed a solo for Irene Hultman, the
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FIGURE 46.3. ''Apollo Physics Casting" scene from Incarnations, performed by Emily Coates
and Sarah Demers.

Photo by Paula Lobo.

former Trisha Brown dancer, consisting of movement phrases that cycled through three
thousand years of Apollo art historical imagery. Demers eventually stepped in and rechoreographed the dance with physics principles. In another vignette, I staged a love triangle
for Isaac Newton, Apollo, and a pillow-which they used to test the effects of gravityusing the music for the central pas de deux in Apollo. Performed by two male dancers, the
American dancer Jon Kinzel and the Burkinabe dancer Lacina Coulibaly, my fabricated
love story imposed an odd imaginative layer upon Stravinsky's tender score.
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FIGURE 46 .4. The pas de deux created for Sir Isaac Newton and Apollo in Incarnations, with
dancers Lacina Coulibaly and Jon Kinzel.

FIGURE 46.5. The famous sundial revisited, with (from left to right) Irene Hultman, Emily
Coates, Sarah Demers, and Yvonne Rainer.

Photo by Alexis Moh.

Photo by Alexis Moh.

It was in studying the ballet closely to create these woven vignettes that I realized the
significant gap between my 1990S impression of Apollo and the version overseen by
Balanchine. One of my English professors at Yale had once told us about a prominent
writer who retyped the words of a master poet, in order to learn her rhythms. In the
close reading fashion of an English major, I decided to see for myself what, exactly, it felt
like to be a male god as portrayed by Balanchine. I began to teach myself sections of the
ballet, which I had never learned or peAormed, in order to map his choices. Captivated
by his verve, I began by studying D'Amboise's performance.
Apollo has two solos: the first feels more adolescent, the second feels more collected.
Neither one contains virtuosic tricks. They are, in fact, humbling. I could feel immediately the intervention Balanchine had made into the portraits of the Greek god scattered
throughout Western art history. I was also struck by the profound theatricality embedded within the choreography; while Balanchine's architectural genius had held up in the
structure of his ballets through the decades, his gifts as a theater artist were too often
underemphasized in the staging of his work that I had been involved in at New York City
Ballet in the 1990S. His choreography had more nuance and more soul than we were
taught to believe.
For the purposes of Incarnations, Rainer was the grand dame of my Apollos. ''After
you do your thing;' I told her, "you'll return to this mark and hit this pose:' I demonstrated Apollo's lunge in the famous sundial with which the ballet now ends: his arms in
a flex-wristed third arabesque, reaching outward and upward toward the home of Zeus.
She mimicked my position, minus the wrists: "Is this it?" I gently flexed her hands,
"That's it!" I arranged Sarah, Irene, and myself behind her, with our arms extended to
indicate the various degrees of arabesques that the muses assume as Apollo's supporting

act. The tableau replaced the iconic Apollo image with something quainter and more
pedestrian-and entirely female. By the end of the rehearsal, I had crafted the beginning
and end of Rainer's cameo. We left the middle part-iliat "little bit of your own
thing" -open.
The day of our dress rehearsal, a snowstorm hit Manhattan, and Rainer and I agreed
she should stay home. I received an email from her on the morning of our opening:
I've been elaborating my talking scenario to include a fiery entry from the heavens
into the earth's gravitational field in my golden chariot drawn by a team of 12 stallions, which descent, to my dismay, reduces me to a microscopic particle of cosmic
dust. No wonder no one listens to me! (Ulysses, Cassandra, Agamemnon, Achilles,
Iphigenia, et all Which leads to ruminations about the coming ice age now that the
sun is gone. 28
When the performance began on opening night, I had not yet seen her solo. On cue,
Rainer blasted onto the stage. She had reconfigured her character entirely, recasting herself as an aging Apollo looking back on his failures to save planet Earth. In a ten-minute
rant, she visited Bashar aI-Assad in Damascus and Hillary Clinton during the 2016 US
presidential election. Her shrink, "Dr. Kellerman;' advised her to get her golden chariot
out of storage, so as to make a stronger impression, but when she pointed her mules
toward Earth, physics got in the way: "Oy veh ist mir! Alas and alack! I had totally forgotten about the pull of earth's gravitational field. We got burnt to a crisp, and I was
reduced to a subatomic particle of cosmic dust. Who would listen to me now?!"29 While
reading her text, Rainer circled the stage, breaking out into a run from time to time and
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punching at the air. Like patriarchal power, a "muse" comes in a variety of forms. My
own muse had instantaneously busted herself out of the role and transformed herself
back into her full-throated authorial self.
The classics scholar Fritz Graf describes "divination" as the intervention of superhuman agents to "understand otherwise inexplicable (and therefore disturbing and frightening) data" with which the people of the ancient world had to contend. 30 In a piece
about dance and science, knowledge and mythologies, gender and performance, Rainer
played the role of divine oracle. She created in keeping with my themes, while also cracking open her own space in which to process the incomprehensible realities that encircled
the piece, the church we were performing in, and our very existence. Eighteen months
later, she has continued to pour her political and existential angst into her script, which
is now an eighteen -thousand-word essay-lecture that grows by the day.

"MORENDO"

At the end of Incarnations, I performed a short dance on a long diagonal, which I had
created out of found materials. For my movement phrase, I taught myself a series of
intricate gestures used by particle physicists to describe the mechanism of the Higgs
boson, the particle discovered in 2012 after decades of theoretical prediction. The Higgs
slows down other particles, enabling them to acquire mass. I overlaid this movement
phrase upon the sounds from the final scene from the film documentary StraVinsky: A
Portrait, in which he rehearses the Berlin Philharmonic in the haunting final strains of
Apollo. The maestro breaks it down: initially the cello section plays alone, a low growl,
and then he repeats the passage with the entire orchestra. Speaking first to the musicians
in German, as the last notes sound, he changes to Italian. Stravinsky's final words are
"morendo:' which means dying away.31 But in that dying lies the potential for new birth.
Incarnations was ultimately about knowledge: how we come into our understanding of
the universe and what traces remain of those ideas over time. My explosion of scientific,
dance historical, and music materials was not the stuff of Balanchine's neoclassical
imagination-but it was the stuff of my own.
To borrow the particle physics definition of decay, in which "one thing becomes two
or three:' ~ultural artifacts decay into other things.32 The reduction, alteration, diminishment, and transformation of dances over time is a fact of dance history. So much
more shifts, however, than simply the loss of choreographic details. In Apollo, the performance of the "male" and "female" roles had transformed-projecting a very different
relationship between masculinity and femininity for the young dancers of the 1990S to
consume. Even the paradigm of the choreographer and muse that lies at the ballet's
heart, which Balanchine beautifully exploited, had been winnowed down by the 1990S
into a flatter and colder version of itself. Study the great Balanchine ballerinas, such as
Diana Adams, Allegra Kent, Patricia McBride, and Suzanne Farrell, and you will see
another variation of the "muse" playing out, one in which Balanchine gives room for

FIGURE

46.6. Short solo by Emily Coates on a long diagonal in Incarnations.
Photo by Paula Lebo.

coauthorship, by "leaving his ballets open to their imaginations:'33 Still, there was always
an upper limit, a "glass ceiling" to their ability to speak.
Dismantling the suppression of female authorship that clings as a value to neoclassical ballet is essential in figuring out what comes next for Balanchine's body of ideas. Yet
space and tools for questioning are not built into the working methods for making ballets at New York City Ballet. Choreographers coming out of that company tend to honor
Balanchine's aesthetic values of athleticism and musicality by extending them into
greater extremes, but I rarely see a critical lens at work, or other experimental methods
for creating dances. To be sure, playing with gender casting and same-sex partnering is
now in fashion (influenced either by millennial awareness or pressure from dance critics) . And a small number of young female choreographers are emerging of late from
New York City Ballet's ranks, as a couple did during my time there, as wel1. 34 The new
choreography can be very beautiful-but beautiful gender-swapping is not enough to
undo a century of patriarchal suppression. The master's tools, to quote Audre Lorde, will
never dismantle the master's house.35
No forward progress will truly be made for women artists at New York City Ballet
until the paradigm of authorship that we have inherited is attacked head-an-explicitly,
pUblicly, in compositions that forage outside the Balanchine aesthetic for creative and
critical strategies. I have no prescription for what that might look like, merely to note
that the idea that choreography can only be making ballets to music or that the final
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product must resemble a dance limits the potential for authorship, critique, and
change. Is the male choreographer/female muse paradigm still relevant? In what
and why? What other models might ballet choreographers and dancers create in
twenty-first century?36 Balanchine did not give us tools to answer these questions.
need to create them.
Rainer once told me that the biggest gift she feels she can give to younger ap,np.·~H,
of artists is the permission to be themselves, to find their own voice, to speak. To be
she was not only talking about artmaking. Authorship confers the right to seize
maneuver history, to comment upon and critique one's traditions, and to transform
inheritance into something else, which will itself be translated and repurposed
We limit ourselves and our art form if we do not begin to dismantle the more
paradigms we have inherited from the twentieth century-those that have
exquisite dances but have passed their time-and begin to invent something new.
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CHAPTER 47

WHAT IS A REHEARSAL
IN BALLET?
JANICE ROSS

ACROSS the arc of the life of a ballet dancer, and the life of a ballet, no moment is the
object of as much privacy, and preoccupation, as the rehearsal. This essay questions the
reason for our fascination with rehearsals, and in particular ballet rehearsals, more than
other performing arts or dance forms. 1 Tracing what it is that transpires in this sequestered
space of bodies laboring in the service of high virtuosity in art can lead to discoveries
about the cognitive complexities that arise when individuals consciously remake
themselves. With the rise of self-constructed "e-personalities" as social media and internet personas, where the inhabiting of one or more virtual selves is a growing practice and
rising concern, can ballet rehearsals provide insights about how choreographed identities
might help modulate more troubling aspects of e-personalities and the tendency to fracture and fictionalize one's personality they invite? At the same time the structure of a ballet rehearsal itself is incorporating new technologies to assist in crafting and shaping
meaning and identity through movement-the core of the dance rehearsal process.
Despite their vital role as the locus of where a ballet comes into being, rehearsals have
also been bracketed out of ballet reference books, encyclopedias, and dictionaries, as if
even dance scholarship honors an implicit code of concealment. Only recently have
European academics taken the lead in publishing scholarly analyses of the role and function of rehearsals as part of the continuum of performance and dance. 2 Limited research
access to rehearsals may be a contributing factor to this dearth of scholarship, but up until
the postmodernist turn toward process in contemporary dance itself as an object of critical regard, the messy stages of a work in progress were seen as too unformed to be the
subject of critical scrutiny. Motivated by a desire to understand the nature of this "pull"
and "push" of attraction and resistance ballet rehearsals arouse invites questioning what
is happening in them on practical, symbolic, cultural, and psychological levels. Yet to
consider a ballet rehearsal as more than merely a drill for a show also fosters questions
about just what it is to prepare a body to telegraph meanings across a stage. Taking the
range of a body's physical and dramatic capacity, which for nondancers is mutable only to

